The New Wave
Spurred by social changes in the mid-’60s, a new generation of directors started exploding the
content and pushing the boundaries of American filmmaking. It was a brief golden age that produced

pool party: (above) Mike Nichols (left) shooting a scene with Dustin Hoffman floating
aimlessly in the family pool in The Graduate (1967). Nichols used womb imagery like this
throughout the film to suggest the character didn’t know what to do with his life. (opposite)
When Bonnie and Clyde came out in 1967, it was attacked for its bloodiness. Arthur Penn,
working with Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway, later said, “You had to be an ostrich with a
neck two miles long buried in the sand not to see we were living in a violent time.”
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some of the most provocative and exciting movies since the heyday of Hollywood.

James Bond movies, so of course we’ll need to start with an action
scene takes place in 2002 at Pinewood Studios, outside London,
where so much Bond history has occurred. Inside what is called “the
Bond stage,” actor Pierce Brosnan hangs from a huge ice wall constructed by production designer Peter Lamont for Die Another Day.
Brosnan’s Bond is clinging to a rocket-powered ice speedster he’s
used to escape from the bad guys. In a matter of seconds he’ll need
to pry the hood off the car and use it to windsurf the enormous wave
created when the glacier wall, from which he’s dangling, slides into
the sea. Brosnan settles into place, director Lee Tamahori checks his
monitor—and then, suddenly, Tamahori starts laughing.
“I was in the middle of directing, Pierce was hanging upside-down
off a glacier, and I just started cracking up,” remembers Tamahori
of that day on the set. “Pierce asked, ‘What’s so funny?’ And I said,
‘Sorry. I suddenly had a reality check and realized I was on a Bond
movie movie the phrase conjures up the high-tech, high-profile,
big-budget world of a suave British secret agent with a license to
kill, a way with the ladies, and a knack for fighting and wisecracking
his way through scrapes that can be brutal, thrilling and outlandish
all at once.
Since 1962, the Bond series has presented its directors with the
kind of challenges unique to the biggest, longest-running, highestgrossing series in film history. Our conversations with all eight living
Bond directors touched on staging everything from huge action
sequences to intimate poker games; keeping the franchise vital at
times when it seemed to be getting stale; honoring the past, and
looking to the future of an enterprise that has always been a singular
entry on a director’s resume.
“I’ve directed 40 films,” says Lewis Gilbert, who at 88 is the oldestliving Bond director. “And of all the films I’ve made, people are
always just interested in the three Bonds. You could go anywhere,
and people say, ‘Oh, you’re a film director? What have you done?’
You’ve only got to say, ‘I’ve done James Bond,’ and they go practically barmy. All the films I got Academy nominations for, nobody
knows them, nobody mentions them. But James Bond—that’s your
passport 47 years since Ian Fleming’s secret agent first appeared on
the screen in Dr. No, six actors have played the role in what is now
22 movies. Only slightly more directors—10—have taken the helm:
six Brits (Gilbert, Guy Hamilton, John Glen, Michael Apted and
the late Terence Young and Peter R. Hunt), one Canadian (Roger
Spottiswoode), two New Zealanders (Martin Campbell and Tamahori) and one of German-Swiss extraction (Marc Forster). Glen has
directed the most with five, Hamilton did four, Gilbert and Young
three, Campbell two, and the rest one each.
For most, it starts with a call from the Broccoli family. Albert
“Cubby” Broccoli produced the first 16 Bond movies (some with
original partner Harry Saltzman). Since 1995, the job has been handled by his daughter and stepson, Barbara Broccoli and Michael G.
Wilson. Their company, Eon Productions, wields enormous control
over the franchise—and Eon knows, says Tamahori, how to make
an impression.
“Michael and Barbara flew me to London,” he says of his intro-
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don’t jump: Elaine May made
her directing debut in 1971 with
the screwball comedy A New
Leaf, shot in Manhattan and
Queens. The film was a critical
success and Roger Ebert called
it “one of the funniest movies of
our unfunny age.”

room service: Alan Pakula
(center), with Jane Fonda and Donald
Sutherland, shooting Klute (1971)
on a New York soundstage. The set
had a working toilet so Fonda could
spend the night there. “Once you’ve
set your locations and have your sets
designed,” he said, “the look of the
picture is locked in.”

working class: Bob Rafelson
(right), with Jack Nicholson
on an oil rig, didn’t move his
camera for any exterior shots
in Five Easy Pieces (1970). As
a disenchanted child prodigy
who passes up a career in
music for a blue-collar lifestyle,
Nicholson’s character fit right in
with the rebellious times.
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On the Road: As almost a companion piece to Easy Rider, Francis
Coppola’s The Rain People (1969) followed a middle-aged woman as she
set out to find self-fulfillment in America. It was partially shot in small towns
in West Virginia and Nebraska on an estimated budget of $750,000.
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old school: Peter Bogdanovich directs Cybill Shepherd in her screen
debut on The Last Picture Show (1971). When Bogdanovich consulted with
his friend Orson Welles about the viability of shooting in black and white,
Welles reportedly told him, “Of course you’ll shoot it in black and white!”
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street scene: William Friedkin working with Gene Hackman (center) and
Roy Scheider on The French Connection (1971). The famous chase scene
was shot in the dead of winter in Brooklyn, where it was sometimes so cold
the camera equipment froze and the train wouldn’t start.
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in the hood: Martin Scorsese, with Robert De Niro (left) and Harvey
Keitel, shot Mean Streets (1973) in a handheld, documentary style, partially
because the $300,000 budget didn’t allow for laying down lots of tracks.
Half of the budget went for clearances on vintage rock ’n’ roll songs.

happy days: George Lucas (center), with Ron Howard, encouraged the
actors on American Graffiti (1973) to improvise, adding to the documentary
feel. Universal gave him total artistic control and final cut as long as he
stayed on budget—$777,777.77. He shot the film in 29 days.

new times: Made on a budget of about $340,000 (it made $60 million
worldwide), Easy Rider (1969) was one of the first films to target a counterculture audience and helped ignite the New Hollywood. Dennis Hopper shot
on locations including Louisiana, Arizona and Monument Valley.
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the last supper: Sam
Peckinpah took the violence
of the times to a new level
in The Wild Bunch (1969),
exploding 10,000 squibs
for the film’s bloody finale.
He used 3,600 cuts (the
average film then had 600)
to give the audience “some
idea of what it’s like to be
gunned down.”
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back to the future:
Woody Allen originally
conceived the story for
Sleeper (1973), in which
people in the future are
forbidden to talk, as
a modern silent film.
The futuristic sets and
costumes caused the
picture to run behind
schedule, but the final cost
was still only $2 million.
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Bond directors touched on staging everything from huge action
sequences to intimate poker games; keeping the franchise vital at
times when it seemed to be getting stale; honoring the past, and
looking to the future of an enterprise that has always been a singular
entry on a director’s resume.
“I’ve directed 40 films,” says Lewis Gilbert, who at 88 is the oldestliving Bond director. “And of all the films I’ve made, people are
always just interested in the three Bonds. You could go anywhere,
and people say, ‘Oh, you’re a film director? What have you done?’
You’ve only got to say, ‘I’ve done James Bond,’ and they go practically barmy. All the films I got Academy nominations for, nobody
knows them, nobody mentions them. But James Bond—that’s your
passport 47 years since Ian Fleming’s secret agent first appeared on
the screen in Dr. No, six actors have played the role in what is now
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six Brits (Gilbert, Guy Hamilton, John Glen, Michael Apted and
the late Terence Young and Peter R. Hunt), one Canadian (Roger
Spottiswoode), two New Zealanders (Martin Campbell and Tamahori) and one of German-Swiss extraction (Marc Forster). Glen has
directed the most with five, Hamilton did four, Gilbert and Young
three, Campbell two, and the rest one each.
For most, it starts with a call from the Broccoli family. Albert
“Cubby” Broccoli produced the first 16 Bond movies (some with
original partner Harry Saltzman). Since 1995, the job has been handled by his daughter and stepson, Barbara Broccoli and Michael G.
Wilson. Their company, Eon Productions, wields enormous control
over the franchise—and Eon knows, says Tamahori, how to make
an impression.
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director on three early Bond films, to several with little or no experience on big-budget, stunt-heavy extravaganzas. “My first feeling was,
what the hell am I going to do?” says Gilbert, whose best-known film
was the 1966 Swinging London chronicle Alfie before he was asked
to direct You Only Live Twice (1967). “There had been four very
good films before me, so how do I make it any different? I had a long
talk with Cubby, and he said, ‘Oh, I’m sure you’ll find some way of
making it a bit better or a bit different.’ And I had already made 10 or
12 films, so I was fairly confident I could do something with it.”
What makes the job trickier, says DGA president Michael Apted,
director of The World Is Not Enough (1999), is that every Bond
director knows that while you can bring some of your own ideas
and style to the project, you also have an obligation to the icons of
the Bond world. “It’s exciting and scary,” he says. “You know there’s
a huge audience that’s out there, and you have to deliver certain
elements. Those elements include the style of the film, the swagger
of Bond, the girls, the one-liners, the gadgets.”
After a test screening indicated that viewers were disappointed
that his film didn’t have a bigger action sequence before the opening credits, Apted accelerated the pace and shifted the credits so that
they followed a dramatic chase along the Thames. “As a director
you want to leave your fingermarks on it,” he says. “But you have
to accept that certain things are expected of you. It’s an incredibly
durable franchise, and I learned to respect it.”
At times, different directors have taken dramatically different approaches to the challenge of Bond. Hamilton talks about keeping a
light touch (“It’s important to be a little bit tongue-in-cheek, because
you can’t take the nonsense too seriously”), while Glen remembers
trying to play up “gritty realism” and “bring the series back to its origins as a thriller.” Apted was adamant that aside from his director of
photography and editor, he wanted a crew “who had worked in this
environment and could help in the areas where I was vulnerable.”
Marc Forster, who directed Quantum of Solace, says he wanted “a
fresher approach” and thought it was important that his creative
team, apart from some second unit directors, had not worked on
previous Bonds.
Still, practically all Bond directors agree on a few things. For starters, you work under a tight schedule and rarely have much time in
postproduction. Hamilton says he had four weeks to edit Goldfinger
(1964), and composer John Barry was “going ape” because he wasn’t
getting scenes in time. Spottiswoode previewed Tomorrow Never
Dies (1997) only 10 days after he finished shooting, and began locking the negative a week after that. “On a film like that, some of the
scenes take hours of preparation for each shot,” he says. “If you have
a motorcycle or a scooter, as I did, to get about the studio lot, yo.
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